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1. Introduction
By this stage it is assumed that your LEM has been fully installed in
accordance with the ‘LEM V5 Wiring and Installation’ manual, and that
no attempt to start the engine has been made.

The LEM has a large number of functions to allow various parameters of
the engine to be controlled. This manual describes the purpose and effect
that each of these functions has.  It also gives a step-by-step description
of how to get the engine running.  Finally, it gives a brief description of
the tuning process.  This manual does not attempt to make a novice tuner
into an expert as this can only be achieved with tuning experience.

The decision of who tunes your LEM is an important one.  It is
recommended that your LEM is ‘dyno tuned’ by a Link dealer.  However,
it is possible to achieve very good results by ‘road tuning’ your LEM
provided the tuner has the appropriate tools and understanding.  As a
bare minimum the tuner MUST have the following:

• A timing light

• A Link Tuning Module OR Laptop computer (with Windows, the
PCLink application and either a SerialLink or USBLink adaptor)

• A way of measuring air/fuel ratios (using either an oxygen sensor
with a display such as the LambdaLink or an exhaust gas analyser)

• A decent understanding of engine dynamics and the LEM V5
functions.

Finally, it is worth noting that the amount of tuning performed and the
experience of the tuner are the two most important factors in determining
how happy you will be with your engine management system.

 CAUTION

Do not fit or adjust this management system unless you are
prepared to accept the consequences.  i.e. total engine destruction
if tuning errors are made.

By following this manual the engine should be able to be started
after a few checks and adjustments have been made.  Once
running it should respond to tuning a straight-forward fashion.
If this is not the case STOP and get help. Feel free to contact
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your dealer or phone Link on +64 (3) 348-8854 from outside NZ or
(03) 348-8854 from inside NZ or email tech@link-electro.co.nz.

A majority of the questions received by the technical support team are
clearly answered in one the two manuals.  Therefore, please consult the
manuals to make sure that your question has not already been answered.
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2. Tuning Devices
2.1 Tuning Port
There is a rectangular tuning port at one end of the LEM.  This is shown
in Figure 2.1.

Tuning Port

Figure 2.1 – Tuning port

The LEM may be tuned using either the Link Tuning Module or a laptop
computer.

A Link Tuning Module cable (14-wire ribbon cable) will plug directly into
the tuning port.

If a laptop computer is being used either a SerialLink or USBLink will
be required.  These devices work as an interface between the LEM and
your computer.  A USBLink is required for computers with a USB port,
while a SerialLink is required for computers with a 9-pin SerialPort.

The ignition switch (key) MUST be OFF before connecting any
device to the LEM tuning port.  When the key is switched on, the
LEM will automatically determine which device is fitted and run
the appropriate software to support it.

2.2 Tuning Module
2.2.1 Menu Structure
The first menu group contains read-only runtime values.  These provide
real-time information about various engine parameters although no
adjustments can be made.  The remaining adjustable functions have been
divided into groups of similar functions.  Each group has a heading which
can be recognized as having a ‘*’ before and after its name.  For example,
functions relating to the fuel map such as Master, Rowfuel and Zonefuel
have been grouped under the *FUEL* heading. All read only menus and
headings are displayed in upper case while all adjustable functions are
displayed in lower case.  Figure 2.2 illustrates the menu structure.
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Figure 2.2 – Tuning Module Menu Structure
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2.2.2 Tuning Module Buttons
The SELECT Buttons allow scrolling through the main headings. From
any main heading (shown by the * symbol), the EDIT buttons allow you
to scroll through the adjustable functions available under that heading.
Pressing EDIT down will move away from the heading while pressing
EDIT up will move towards the heading.  When an adjustable function is
being displayed the ADJUST buttons allow you to make changes to that
function.

2.3 Laptop Tuning
The LEM offers PC/Laptop tuning using the PCLink application running
on a Windows based computer. PCLink may be found on the CD supplied
with the LEM or by downloading it from www.link-electro.co.nz.  Note
that when new versions of PCLink are released they are posted on the
website and may be downloaded at no cost.  Also note that a LEM V5 will
not work with early versions of PCLink.

2.3.1 Installing PCLink Software from CD
1. Insert the PCLink disk into you computer’s disk drive.

2. Click ‘Start’ and then ‘Run’.

3. Type ‘d:\setup.exe’  (assuming installation from the ‘d’ drive) and
press Enter.

4. This will open the PCLink installer. Follow the instructions to
install PCLink on your computer

5. When installed, open PCLink by clicking on Start and selecting
the option entitled Programs from that menu. Select the PCLink
icon on the next menu to start the program.

2.3.2 FIFO Setting
Some computers require the FIFO parameter to be set correctly. Follow
the following instructions to ensure that it is correctly set:
1. Click on Start at the bottom left of your windows desktop screen,

and select Settings followed by Control Panel. This will open the
control panel.

2. Double click on System from the control panel to open the System
Properties box.

3. From the System Properties box select the Device Manager tab.
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4. Now double click on Ports (COM & LPT) to open a list of available
ports.

5. Select the port that is being used to connect the Link computer to
your PC, and click on Properties to open the Communications Port
Properties box.

6. Select the Port Settings tab and click on the button labelled
Advanced.

7. The Advanced Port Settings windows should know be open. Click
the default button and the FIFO setting should be checked.

8. Now click the OK buttons on all the open windows until they are
all closed.

2.3.3 Connecting to your LEM using PCLink
• Connect one end of the ribbon cable to the LEM Tuning Port and

the other end to a USBLink or SerialLink.

• Take a standard serial cable or USB cable and connect one end to
the USBLink/SerialLink. Connect the other end to your laptop.  If
a USBLink is being used the appropriate driver must be installed.

• Start the PCLink Software by double clicking on the desktop icon
or using the START, programs menu.

• Switch the ignition on which will power up the LEM

• NOTE. The USBLink/SerialLink MUST be connected before the
ignition key is switched ON.

• Under Options => Communications, select the correct COM port.
This information can normally be found in the Windows Control
Panel under System => Hardware => Device Manager.  By double
clicking on the Ports icon the available COM ports will be shown.

• The PCLink offers both mouse and keyboard control. To start the
connection between PC and LEM using the mouse, move to the
“Link Control” menu and select “Connect Link”. Using the
keyboard, press and hold the Ctrl, Alt and L keys.

• Make sure the Link Connection shows “ONLINE” in the top right
corner of PCLink.   The Link oval should also be spinning.

• Remember to STORE any changes before disconnecting the PCLink
software from the LEM.
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3. Runtime Values
The following read-only functions are for display purposes only.  No
adjustments can be made.  These functions appear as the first menus on
the tuning module or in the ‘runtime values’ section of PCLink.

3.1 ENG SPEED
This displays the current engine speed in revolutions per minute.

3.2 MAP
This displays the current manifold absolute pressure in kilopascals (kPa)
as measured by the MAP sensor.  Note that because this is absolute
pressure it should read approximately 100kPa with the engine off (at sea
level).   MAP should read less than 100kPa when the engine is generating
vacuum, and greater than 100kPa on turbocharged/supercharged engines
when they are generating boost.

3.3 ENG TEMP
This displays the current engine coolant temperature in degrees Celsius.
This will display ERR on the Tuning Module if the sensor is not connected.

3.4 IAT (Inlet Air Temp)
This displays the current inlet air temperature in degrees C if the correct
air temperature sensor has been connected.  This will display ERR on
the Tuning Module if the sensor is not connected.

3.5 SYS VOLTS
This displays the current system voltage.  Providing good wiring
connections have been made this should be a good indication of the battery
voltage.  With a good battery this should read approximately 12V with
the engine turned off.  During cranking the voltage should remain above
8V.  With the engine running and a properly functioning charging system
this should be approximately 14.5V.
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3.6 TPS value
This displays the current setting as measured by the throttle position
sensor.  The range is 20 at closed throttle to 100 at wide-open throttle.

3.7 NB OXY
This displays the voltage output from narrow-band oxygen sensor if one
has been fitted.

3.8 WB OXY
This displays the air/fuel ratio as measured using a wide-band oxygen
sensor and controller.

3.9 INJ (Pulse Width)
This displays the length of time that each injector pulse is applied for in
milliseconds (ms).  Note that there are one thousand milliseconds in one
second so the pulse widths are quite short.  Due to mechanical
characteristics, all injectors have a minimum pulse width for their correct
operation.  Typically this is somewhere between 1.0 and 2.0ms.  This is
normally only a concern at idle with very large injectors.  In these cases
the pulse widths required to deliver the required amount of fuel may be
smaller than the injectors can tolerate.  This can result in idling problems
due to erratic injector behaviour.

3.10 INJ (Duty Cycle)
This displays the duty cycle being applied to the injectors.  Three examples
are shown below.
• 0% duty cycle means the injectors are never turned on.

• 50% duty cycle means that the injectors are being pulsed with
equal on times and off times.

• 100% duty cycle means that the injectors are never turned off.

Clearly the ECU cannot drive the injectors past 100% duty cycle.  In
practice it is a good idea to leave some margin with the injector duty
cycle not exceeding 90%.  This read-only function is primarily designed
to make sure the injectors are not being ‘maxed out’ at high power.
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3.11 Boost Adj
This displays the voltage applied to the Boost Adj pin.  The voltage applied
to this pin controls the boost pressure.

3.12 Firmware ID
This function allows you to see what version of firmware is in your LEM
as well as the date the firmware was written.  Please have this information
ready if calling Link for technical support.

3.12.1 Firmware ID on Tuning Module
Move to the Engine Speed menu and hold down the Edit Up button.

3.12.2 Firmware ID on PCLink
Connect to the LEM and select Firmware version from the Help menu.
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4. Fuel Injection Overview
4.1 Fuel Injector Control
The LEM controls the engine fuel flow by sending electrical pulses of
varying width and frequency to the injectors.  When the injector is
energised, a solenoid (electromagnet) opens the injector fully and fuel
flows into the intake system.

The amount of fuel injected over a period of time depends on how often
the injectors are opened (pulse rate) and the duration of each injection
(pulse width).  The pulse widths are calculated using the speed density
principle and are quite short, typically 1.5 to 10 milliseconds.  The pulse
rate changes with engine speed so that there is one injection for each 4
stroke cycle .  If at the time of injection the inlet valve is closed, the fuel
injected will reside at the inlet port until the next intake stroke.  This
arrangement permits injectors to be fired together in groups thus reducing
the number of injector drives required and simplifies injector wiring.

4.2 The Speed Density Principle
The LEM must calculate the mass air flow of the engine and then apply
the correct pulse width to inject the correct amount of fuel.

The amount of air an engine is ingesting at any particular time primarily
depends on three main factors:
• Engine Size (Capacity)

• Engine Speed.

• Cylinder Air Density.  A measure of the air density in the cylinder
when the inlet valve/port has just closed.

Engine Size (Capacity) is a known number that does not change.  Therefore
this is not a major concern.  Likewise the current engine speed is measured
by the LEM so this value is always known.  However, measuring the
cylinder air density is more difficult.

4.2.1 Determining the Density
Direct measurement of cylinder air density is not practical, but may be
calculated by measuring the inlet manifold air pressure and applying a
correction value.  The manifold air pressure is measured by the MAP
sensor in the LEM. The correction factor between manifold density and
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cylinder density (volumetric efficiency) is unknown and is different for
each engine.  To complicate matters, the required correction factor changes
with engine speed and load.

The LEM has a table (referred to as the Fuel Table) consisting of 160
zones.  Each zone represents a unique load and speed point.  Essentially
the tuning process involves operating the engine throughout a wide range
of engine speeds and loads and making adjustments to the zones until
the engine fuelling is correct under all conditions.  Each zone may be
adjusted individually or groups of zones may be adjusted at the same
time.

In all cases the columns of the Fuel Table are selected by engine speed.
However, there are several options for selecting how the row steps are
selected.  See Row Steps (section 16).

In most cases the manifold air pressure (MAP) is used to select the ROWS
of the Fuel Table.  In some cases (e.g. engines with cams generating a lot
of overlap) manifold air pressure may not give an accurate indication of
cylinder air density due to reversion of flow out of the inlet ports.  An
alternative scheme is to measure the degree of throttle opening with a
throttle position sensor (TPS) and use throttle position to select the ROWS
of the Fuel Table.
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5. Fuel Functions
The following functions are available under the FUEL heading.

5.1 Master Fuel

Master scales the overall fuel injection scheduling and is effective
throughout the entire operating range from idle to full power. Master is
required as an overall trim to account for the size/capacity of the engine
and the flow rate of the injectors.

The Master value ranges from 0 – 255.  Increasing the Master value
increases the amount of fuel injected into the engine.  However, changing
the Master DOES NOT change any values in the Fuel Table.   It is
therefore possible to achieve the same tune with a smaller Master and
larger Fuel Table numbers as one using a larger Master and smaller
Fuel Table numbers.  It is recommended to leave the middle of the Fuel
Table (rows 4 & 5) with numbers that are in the 100-130 region and
adjust the Master to give good air/fuel ratios in this area.

5.2 ZoneFuel
There are 160 fuel zones arranged in a rectangular grid consisting of 8
ROWS and 20 COLUMNS. The ROWS progress in steps of Manifold Air
Pressure or Throttle Position to provide the “load” axis, while the
COLUMNS progress in steps of RPM. Therefore, each zone represents a
unique engine operating condition allowing fuel changes to be made in
small, localised areas. The selection of zones is completely automatic,
depending on the actual RPM and MAP values at that instant.

5.2.1 ZoneFuel on Tuning Module
The current (active) zone is identified as a number in parentheses to give
you an indication of where you are in the Fuel Table. The zone numbering
system is not linear, but designed to provide a clearer indication as to
effective location. For example zone 110 = ROW 1, 1000-1500 RPM, zone
255 = ROW 2, 5500-6000 RPM zone 545 = ROW 5, 4500-5000 RPM etc.
The fuel number for each zone may be adjusted between 0 and 255.
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5.2.2 ZoneFuel on PCLink
Rather than putting this function under the Fuel menu, the fuel table is
graphically shown.  The active zone is highlighted in green.  To select a
zone either click on it or move to it using the arrow keys.  To adjust a zone
use the Q and A keys for up and down respectively, or click on the up/
down buttons which appear in the zone.

5.3 Rowfuel
Allows the Fuel Table to be adjusted a WHOLE ROW at a time.  All
values in the current ROW will be adjusted up or down irrespective of
the RPM.  If the active zone is in row 2 and 4 units are added to Rowfuel,
ALL zones in row 2 will have 4 units added to their current values. Rowfuel
is primarily intended as a coarse adjustment to allow broad shaping of
the Fuel Table during initial tuning, and should be adjusted after Master
has been set, but before ZoneFuel is used.

Careful use of RowFuel will eliminate the need to spend large amounts
of time using ZoneFuel.

5.3.1 RowFuel on the Tuning Module
On the tuning module the current row is displayed in parenthesis to
show the currently active ROW, but the RPM information is suppressed
since this feature is not RPM dependent.

5.3.2 RowFuel on PCLink
When a zone is selected, up/down arrows will appear next to the left
hand margin.  Click on one of these to adjust the entire row.  Alternatively
<Ctrl> Q and <Ctrl> A increase or decrease the row containing the selected
zone.

5.4 ZFMode
When using the ZoneFuel function in ‘normal’ mode, tuning should only
be performed when operating at the centre of the active zone.  For example,
when adjusting zone 330 (when MAP is 60-90kPa and RPM is 3000-3500)
ideally the engine should be held at a constant MAP of 75kPa and an
RPM of 3250 while adjustments are made.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to see exactly where you are in a zone
when using the tuning module.  As a solution the ‘zone+’ mode has been
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created to modify the behaviour of the ZoneFuel function.  In this mode,
adjustments that are made when operating near the boundary of two
zones will have an effect on both zones.  This means that although it is
still preferable, it not essential that ZoneFuel adjustments are only made
when operating at the zone centres.

Note that when using PCLink, ZFMode is automatically set to Normal
and may not be changed.  Zone+ mode can only be used with the Tuning
Module.

5.5 Stage Point
This function is only displayed if the Injection Mode is set as Staged.  The
Injector Switching Point is the primary injector duty cycle at which the
transition to both primary and secondary injectors occurs.

5.6 Stage Ratio

This function is only displayed if the Injection Mode is set as Staged.  The
Stage Ratio function is required to allow compensation for different ratios
between the primary and secondary injector flows. The stage ratio is a
number between 0.01 and 0.99 and may be approximated by Equation
5.1.

StageRatio= TotalPrimaryFlow
TotalPrimaryFlow+Total SecondaryyFlow

Equation 5.1 – Approximation for Stage Ratio

If the total primary injector flow equals the total secondary injector flow
the theoretical stage ratio is 0.50.  In practice the stage ratio should be
set slightly higher (for example 0.53) to maintain consistent air/fuel ratios
after switching.

If the ratio is set correctly then the transition will be smooth.  If the ratio
is set too high the engine will run rich after the transition, while if it is
too low the engine will run lean after the transition.
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6. Fuel Auxiliary
The following adjustable functions are available under the Fuel Auxiliary
heading.

6.1 Clamp
This will clamp the Manifold Air Pressure signal to a minimum value to
stabilise the RPM at idle.  This helps prevent idle surge problems that
are the result of manifold air pressure fluctuations at idle which cannot
be fixed by conventional tuning methods.  Typically these fluctuations
are the result of large intake volumes or large amounts of valve overlap.
Typical values range from 25 - 40 for normal engines.

For example, if the Clamp value is set at 35 then any MAP reading below
35kPa will be taken as 35kPa in the fuelling calculation.

6.1.1 Clamp on Tuning Module
The value shown in (xxx) is the current MAP value while the far right
value is the clamp value.

6.2 Accel
When the throttle is abruptly opened, the air-mixture is ‘leaned out’ briefly.
To achieve good throttle response, acceleration enrichment is required.
Accel fuel is added by increasing the normal injection pulse width.  There
are two Accel zones called Accel Low and Accel High.

Only ACCEL LOW is used below 2000 RPM

Both ACCEL Low and High values are used between 2000 and
4000 RPM

Only ACCEL HIGH is used above 4000  RPM

The ACCEL fuel is activated by a sudden MAP change (or TPS change if
Row Steps equals TPS).  The actual amount of enrichment is dependent
on the rate of the change, the engine temperature and the relevant ACCEL
zone.  Note that ACCEL is only effective during the actual movement of
the throttle to cover any brief ‘flat spots’ occurring at that time. The accel
zone is selected automatically depending on the current engine speed.
Larger numbers provide more enrichment.
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6.3 Accel Decay
Accel Decay controls how long the Accel enrichment lasts for.  A larger
number makes the Accel enrichment last for a longer period of time.

6.4 Wake-inject
In contrast to Accel, Wake-inject provides an extra injector pulse the
moment acceleration begins, rather than widening the normal injector
pulse.  This can be used to eliminate a brief lean ‘flat spot’ immediately
after the throttle is snapped open.  A larger wake-inject number widens
the width of the wake-inject pulse to provide more fuel.

6.5 Warm-Up
Almost without exception, engines require enrichment (richer mixture)
during their warm-up period after being started from cold.  The Warm-
Up function controls this enrichment.  The LEM monitors engine
temperature and gradually reduces the amount of enrichment as the
engine warms up.  When the engine coolant temperature is above 70˚C
no enrichment is provided.  A larger number provides more enrichment.

6.5.1 Warm-Up on Tuning Module
The number shown in parenthesis (xxx) is the actual engine temperature
for monitoring purposes.

6.6 Cold Crank
The Cold Crank function adjusts the amount of enrichment while the
engine is cranked when cold and for a short period of time after starting.
The actual amount of enrichment provided during cold starting depends
on the Cold Crank value as well as the engine coolant temperature.  When
the engine temperature is above 40˚C no Cold Crank enrichment is
provided.  A larger number provides more enrichment.

6.7 Eload
This function provides a compensation value for fluctuations in battery
voltage caused by heavy electrical loads being switched on and off e.g.
headlights, heaters, fans or engine cranking. The opening time of the
injector will vary with battery voltage. In order to compensate for this,
the LEM will increase injection duration with a falling voltage supply.
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This will prevent surging idle speeds and is of particular significance on
crank when the battery voltage can drop as low as 8 Volts.

Initially set the value to 30 and tune the engine with minimum electrical
loads switched on. Once a satisfactory tune is found, allow engine to idle
and switch on maximum electrical loads. Readjust the VOLTS value to
restore the “unloaded” idle quality and STORE the result. The actual
battery voltage is also displayed for monitoring purposes.

Note that the adjustable value does not represent actual voltage but is a
trim value with no particular units.

6.8 IAT Fuel
This function allows for fuel changes to be made to compensate for changes
in inlet air temperature.   Put simply, hotter air is less dense meaning
that less oxygen will be available to burn in the combustion chambers.
Without inlet air temperature correction (IAT Fuel = 0), an engine will
run richer on a hotter day and leaner on a cooler day.  With full inlet air
temperature correction (IAT Fuel = 100) the air/fuel ratios will remain
fairly constant over a wide range of inlet air temperature.  In reality it is
desirable to allow air/fuel ratios to become richer on hot days to protect
against detonation, but not quite as rich as if no correction was applied.
For this reason the recommended IAT Fuel setting is 75.

DO NOT set IAT Fuel to any value other than 0 if the correct air

temperature sensor has not been fitted and correctly wired to the
LEM.  Factory fitted air temperature sensors MAY NOT be used.
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7. Ignition
As well as providing fully adjustable ignition timing, the LEM has the
following features.
• The dwell angle is automatically adjusted with engine speed to

maintain a constant dwell time giving maximum coil output with
minimum wastage.  Essentially the LEM switches the coil current
on at a calculated time before the spark is required, to just reach
maximum energy.  This system eliminates holding the coil current
at high levels thus greatly reducing heat build up and electrical
power wastage.

• The LEM can be setup to advance the ignition timing anywhere
between base timing and the value set by the Max Advance (under
the Limits heading). The LEM will not retard beyond the base/
static timing.

• Below 500 RPM the engine will ALWAYS run on base timing. The
LEM will not generate electronic advance.

The following functions are available under the IGNITION heading

7.1 Zone IGN
Like the Fuel Table, there is a 160 table allowing localised adjustments
to be made for unique operating conditions.  The table structure and
numbering system is identical to that used by the Fuel Table with 8 rows
and 20 columns.

The selection of zones is completely automatic, depending on the actual
RPM and MAP/TPS values at that instant.

7.1.1 Zone Ign on Tuning Module
The adjustment value is shown as degrees of advance, displayed on the
right hand side of the display. This value is the actual interpolated number
and hence the current advance generated by the LEM. To change a setting
use the ADJUST buttons. To edit any ignition zone without being in the
zone at the time use the zone editor. The current operating zone is
displayed in the centre of this menu.

7.1.2 Zone Ign on PCLink
Rather than putting this function under the Ignition menu, the Igniton
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Table is graphically shown.  The active zone is highlighted in green.  To
select a zone either click on it or move to it using the arrow keys.  To
adjust a zone use the Q and A keys for up and down respectively, or click
on the up/down buttons which appear in the zone.

7.2 Dwell
This function allows the ignition coil dwell time to be adjusted for different
coils.  When the ECU is setup with a distributor driven ignition the dwell
options are 4 or 5 ms.   When the ECU is setup with a multi-coil ignition
the dwell options are 3 or 4 ms.

7.3 IAT Retard
This function allows the ignition timing to be retarded if the inlet air
temperature is excessive.  This function only begins to retard the ignition
if the air temperature is over 70˚C.  Therefore this function will only
have an effect on turbocharger/supercharged engines if the inlet air
temperature is getting very hot (intercooler air flow blocked etc).

For example, if the IAT Retard number is set at 2, then the ignition timing
will be retarded 2˚ for every ten degrees Celsius over 70˚C.

7.4 Set Static
This function allows the static (base) timing of the engine to be checked
or adjusted (see Setting Static Timing).  By turning this function on, the
Max Advance is automatically set to zero so that the LEM generates zero
degrees of advance.  This allows the static timing to be checked using a
timing light.

Note:  When power is removed from the LEM this function will always
return to the default OFF setting.

7.5 Static Ign
This function is used to tell the LEM what static (base) timing has been
set.  For example, if the static timing has been set at 10˚BTDC (see Setting
Static Timing) then 10˚ should be entered.  This Base Timing number is
added to all of the Ignition Table numbers so that they represent the
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actual ignition advance received by the engine (not just the advance
generated by the LEM).  This number is used for display purposes
only and will NOT cause the LEM to change the ignition timing.
The default value is zero.

7.6 Setting The Static Timing
The static timing is defined as the ignition timing that will occur when
the LEM is generating zero degrees of advance.  The default LEM ignition
table is based on a static timing of 10˚BTDC.  Therefore it is essential
that the base timing be checked before operating the engine under any
load.  Any variation in base timing must be considered when adjusting
the zones of the Ignition Table.  Remember that below 500RPM (while
starting the engine) the base timing is used.  Therefore it is not
recommended to retard the base timing and compensate by advancing
the numbers in the Ignition Table as poor starting may result.

With the engine running turn on the Set Static function.  Use a timing
light to check the static timing.  On most engines the static timing can be
adjusted by rotating the distributor or crank angle sensor.  Once the
desired static timing has been set, turn off the Set Static function.
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8. Limits
The following functions are available under the LIMITS heading.

8.1 RPM Limit
This function allows the RPM limit to be set. Limiting is achieved by a
100% fuel cut until the RPM drops below the preset value.  A ‘soft’ ignition
limit is evoked 200 RPM before this.

8.2 Max Advance
This function sets the maximum electronic ignition advance the LEM
will generate regardless of the values programmed into the Ignition Table.
Note that this number does NOT include the base timing.  Also the Max
Advance does not invoke any actual ignition or fuel cuts.

8.3 Map Limit
This function allows a manifold air pressure limit to prevent over boost
in turbocharged/supercharged applications. Values are expressed in
absolute pressure so all values above 100 kPa represent boost pressures.
If the MAP value reaches the MAP limit a hard limit will be evoked,
cutting both fuel and ignition.  See Appendix D for a table relating
pressures in kPa to pressures in psi.
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9. Utilities
The following functions are available under the Utilities heading.

9.1 Overrun
When the throttle is abruptly closed the engine generates more vacuum
(lower MAP value) than present under normal conditions.  Under this
condition the ECU performs a fuel cut (to minimize the possibility of
backfires upon deceleration) and the idle speed control system (if
applicable) changes its mode of operation.  For these reasons the LEM
needs to know when the MAP value represents normal vacuum or overrun
vacuum.   In most cases an engine will produce its lowest MAP value at
idle, although it is not unusual to have a slightly lower MAP during light
cruising.  The lowest MAP value under these conditions should be
recorded.  The overrun vacuum number should be set a few kPa below
this value.  Keep in mind that different fuelling and electrical loads can
affect the lowest MAP value under normal conditions.  The units are in
kPa.

9.2 Shift Light
This sets the RPM at which the shift light is turned ON provided IG3 is
configured as a shift light.

9.3 Fan Switch
Sets the value at which the Fan drive becomes active. This drive is
primarily intended for radiator fan control and uses the engine
temperature sensor to measure coolant temperature. The fan will operate
if the engine coolant temperature (in degrees Celsius) exceeds the Fan
Switch value. Note that there is a 4-degree difference between switch-on
and switch-off to prevent repetitive, short fan cycling.

9.4 TPS Span
The throttle position sensor is used for:
• Idle Speed Control

• Row Selection if ‘TPS’ or ‘TPS+MAP’ is selected for Row Steps
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If either of these functions are required, the TPS MUST be connected
and properly calibrated.  This function allows the throttle position sensor
span to be calibrated.  When properly calibrated the TPS value (shown in
brackets on the tuning module) will be 20 at closed throttle and 100 and
wide-open throttle.

9.4.1 TPS setup on Tuning Module
Leave the throttle in the fully closed position. Press and release the Adjust
Up button.  Move the throttle to the wide-open position (WOT). Press
and release the Adjust Down button.  The TPS span should now be
calibrated.  Verify this by checking that the TPS value moves progressively
from 20 to 100 as the throttle is slowly pressed.  There should be no
sudden ‘steps’ in the TPS value.  If there are ‘steps’ then the sensor may
be faulty.

9.4.2 TPS Setup on PCLink
Select TPS Setup from under the options heading and follow the on-screen
instructions.
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10. Closed Loop Lambda Control
The closed loop lambda control system is designed to adjust the injector
pulse width during idle and low load so that the air/fuel ratio is optimised
for three-way catalytic converter operation.  This function is designed to
lower emissions as well as automatically compensating for various factors
that may cause a day-to-day change in idle quality.  Closed loop lambda
is only active if all of the following conditions are met.

• The Lambda function is turned on

• The injector duty cycle is less than about 10%

• The engine coolant temperature is above 70˚C

• The engine in not in over-run vacuum

• There is no “acceleration” fuel pending

If the above conditions are met, the system adjusts the relevant zones in
the Fuel Table so that the resulting air/fuel ratio gives the AVERAGE
voltage as set by the Oxy Target.  The system uses a dithering technique
to constantly ramp the air/fuel ratio back and forth.  These slightly rich/
slightly lean oscillations supply a three-way catalytic converter with the
exhaust gas ‘mix’ which gives the lowest emissions.

10.1 Oxy Target
This is the target narrow-band oxygen sensor voltage.  This is normally
set around 60 (0.60V) to give an AVERAGE air/fuel ratio close to the
stoichiometric air/fuel ratio of 14.7:1.

10.2 Dither
This controls the excursion (range) of the lean to rich cycle.  A larger
number gives larger excursions.
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11. Auxiliary Output 1 (Aux1Out)
Auxiliary Output 1 may be used to perform one of three functions.
• Electronic boost control (using a boost control solenoid)

• RPM switched (for variable valve timing etc.)

• Idle Speed Control (using a 2-wire ISC solenoid)

The chosen function for Aux1Out can be selected under the configurations
menu.  However, it is important that the ECU has been configured and
wired correctly for the desired function (see the ‘Wiring and Installation’
manual for more information).

Details on setting up Boost Control and Idle Speed Control are covered
in the following two chapters.

11.1 RPM On (used in RPMSw mode)
This sets the engine speed at which the Aux1Out drive turns on.

11.2 RPM Off (used in RPMSw mode)
This sets the engine speed at which the Aux1Out drive turns off.  RPM
Off should be set higher than RPM On.  By setting RPM Off higher than
RPM On, the Aux1Out drive may be used to provide a ‘windowed’ on-
time (e.g Off => On => Off).
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12. Boost Control
12.1 Wastegate Overview
Turbo charger boost control is achieved using a wastegate to bypass the
correct amount of exhaust gas around the turbocharger.  This can be
achieved by employing either an integral wastegate (Fig 11.2) or an
external wastegate (Fig 11.4).

In either case, the wastegate is opened and closed by a pneumatic actuator.
When sufficient pressure reaches the actuator, the wastegate is opened
to vent excess exhaust gas around the turbocharger.  This has the affect
of limiting boost pressure.  If no pressure reaches the actuator then the
wastegate never opens.  As a result all exhaust gas must pass through
the turbocharger.  This causes the boost pressure to rise to whatever the
turbocharger is capable of generating.

12.2 Electronic Boost Control Overview
Electronic boost control is achieved by modifying the pressure signal from
the turbocharger compressor outlet to the wastegate actuator using a
solenoid.

The minimum boost pressure that can be achieved occurs when the
solenoid is de-energised.  This pressure is entirely dependent on the
wastegate/actuator construction.

The maximum boost pressure that can be achieved occurs when the
solenoid is energised.  This pressure is dependent on the turbocharger/
engine combination.  Typically this pressure exceeds that which can be
safely tolerated by the engine.

By varying the on/off ratio (duty cycle) of the boost control solenoid, a
boost pressure between the minimum and maximum (outlined above)
can be achieved.  Three examples are given below.
• When the solenoid is continuously de-energized (minimum possible

boost) the duty cycle is 0%.

• When the solenoid is continuously energized (maximum possible
boost) the duty cycle is 100%.

• When the solenoid is being pulsed with equal on and off times the
duty cycle is 50%.
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12.3 Boost Control Modes
This boost control system may be setup to operate in either simple mode
or advanced mode.

The simple mode requires only the wastegate duty cycle to be set.
Increasing this number will give more boost, while decreasing this number
will give less boost.  In many applications using a fixed duty cycle will
give a satisfactory results.  However, in other cases a fixed duty cycle
may result in boost dropping off with increased engine speed and higher
boost levels in higher gears.  Finally some turbocharger setups may spool
slightly faster if 100% duty cycle is applied during the spool up phase.

In these cases the advanced mode can be used.  The advanced mode uses
a closed loop system that monitors the MAP sensor and automatically
adjusts the duty cycle to maintain the desired boost.  However, unlike
the simple mode, which has a single adjustment, the advanced mode
requires four adjustments to be correctly set to achieve satisfactory results.

12.4 Advanced Mode Control Settings
The advanced mode features four settings that must be correctly adjusted
to achieve a satisfactory result.

Considerable changes have been made compared to earlier versions of
boost control software.  Most of these changes have been made to simplify
the process of setting up of boost control.  Boost control has been made
easier to understand and can now be setup in a clear step-by-step process
with fewer interactions between different settings.  Some features of the
previous boost control system have been lost while other features have
been gained.

12.5 Boost Control Functions
12.5.1 WG Base
This is the wastegate solenoid duty cycle required to make the target
boost pressure immediately after the turbo spools up.  Higher boost targets
will require a higher duty cycle.

12.5.3 WG Hold (Advanced Mode Only)
This feature will hold the boost control solenoid fully open (100% duty
cycle) so that the wastegate remains fully closed until the engine’s
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manifold air pressure has reached a set percentage of the boost target.
This feature is designed to improve the boost response times. The default
value is 50%. For example, if the boost target is set at 200kPa (1Bar of
Boost), the solenoid will be held fully open until 150kPa (0.5Bar of Boost).
After this point the duty cycle will return to the value set by the WG
Base.

If the manifold air pressure drops or stops climbing at any point the
software will drop out of boost hold mode.

Increasing the WG Hold value too far will result in the boost overshooting
regardless of the other settings.  This is because Boost Hold keeps all
pressure out of the wastegate actuator.  There will always be some time
taken to fill the empty actuator with the required pressure to hit the
desired boost.  Because of this, the boost hold value should never be
increased past 85%.

12.5.2 Boost Target (Advanced Mode Only)
This is the target boost pressure in kPa absolute.  For example 200kPa is
1Bar of boost or approximately 15psi.  See Appendix D for a full pressure
conversion table.

12.5.4 WG Sens (Advanced Mode Only)
Holding the wastegate duty cycle at the fixed value set by WG Base will
often result in boost dropping as the engine speed increases.   In these
cases a closed loop system is required to monitor the current boost pressure
and continuously adjust the duty cycle to maintain the Boost Target.
However the sensitivity of the closed loop system must be set for the
application.

If the sensitivity is too high the boost pressure will oscillate around the
desired target.  If the sensitivity is too low then the duty cycle will not be
changed fast enough and the boost pressure will slowly deviate away
from the boost target as engine speed increases.

When the sensitivity is set to 0, the closed loop control is turned off.  In
this case the duty cycle will remain at the value set by WG Base.
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12.6 Boost Adjustment Knob
Later model LEMs with the 4-pin connector may have a boost adjustment
knob (potentiometer) wired to allow for real-time adjustment of the boost
pressure (see the ‘Wiring and Installation’ manual for information on
wiring of the boost knob).  When 0V is applied to the Boost Adj pin, the
full boost pressure will be achieved.  As the voltage applied to the Boost
Adj pin is increased, the boost control solenoid duty cycle is reduced
(thereby reducing boost).  When the Boost Adj pin voltage reaches 5V the
WG duty cycle will be 0% giving the minimum possible boost.

Note that when using advanced mode, the closed loop system only operates
when the Boost Adj knob is set to achieve maximum boost.  As the boost
is turned down the system will operated as in simple mode.

12.7 Boost Control Setup Procedure
1. Set WG Sens to 0 (open loop), WG Hold to 0% and WG Base to 0

2. Set Boost Target at the desired value

3. Load the engine and observe the current boost pressure.  This is
the minimum possible boost.  Increase WG Base so that boost
settles at the desired level immediately after spool up.

4. Increase WG Hold until boost begins to overshoot on spool up then
reduce hold slightly.  Note that the maximum possible WG Hold
may change under different conditions (e.g different gears etc.).
Use a WG Hold value with causes no overshoot under any
conditions.

5. If boost is dropping off with rpm increase the WG Sens until boost
is steady or until oscillation occurs.
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13. Idle Speed Control
The Idle speed system will perform idle correction under the following
conditions:

• TPS < 22 (Throttle Closed)

• Engine MAP > Overrun

All other conditions will cause the idle system to enter a hold mode, where
“Idle Hot” and “Idle Cold” are used to determine the duty cycle.

For the Idle speed system to function correctly, the TPS MUST be
connected and setup properly (see section 9.4 TPS Span).

13.1 Idle Speed when using the Tuning Module
When using the tuning module the following symbols are used to display
the current status of the idle speed control system.
A Hold mode - Acceleration fuel is pending
V Hold mode - Engine in overrun vacuum
T Hold mode - Throttle is open
= Idle Speed equals target value
+ System is increasing idle speed
- System is decreasing idle speed

13.2 Idle Speed when using a PC
No symbols are required as an idle status message is displayed.

13.3 Idle Speed Functions
The idle speed control system has three adjustments for correct operation.
The first value is the desired idle speed when the engine is fully warmed
up.  The other two values “Idle Hot” and “Idle Cold” are the base ISC
solenoid duty cycles used when returning to idle.
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13.3.1 Idle Speed
This is the target idle speed when the engine coolant temperature is
above 50˚C. The target idle speed automatically increases by
approximately 100rpm per 10˚C below 50˚C.  For example, if the idle
speed is set at 1000rpm, then the target idle speed immediately after a
cold startup on a 10˚C day will be 1400rpm.

13.3.2 Idle Cold
When the engine is below 30˚C the “Idle Cold” value is the default duty
cycle. Between 30˚C and 60˚C the software will create an intermediate
duty cycle between using Idle Hot and Idle Cold. To change use the
ADJUST buttons.

13.3.3 Idle Hot
When the engine is above 60˚C, the “Idle Hot” value is the default duty
cycle.  This should provide an idle RPM close to the required value. To
change use the ADJUST buttons.

13.3.4 Idle Min
This sets the minimum duty cycle that will be applied to the ISC solenoid.

13.3.5 Idle Speed Setup
1. Ensure that both the TPS Span and the overrun vacuum value

are set up correctly.

2. Set the required idle speed. The (xx%) value shows the current
duty cycle for monitoring purposes.

3. With the engine hot go to the “IDLE (xx% ) yyyz” function and
wait for the idle rpm to stabilise.  Once this has occurred note the
duty cycle value shown in parentheses (xx%) and record the value.
Select the “Idle Hot    xx%” menu and enter the recorded value +/
- 2%.

4. Use the same procedure as above except note the duty cycle shortly
after a cold start. Enter this value using the menu “ Idle Cold
xx%” under the “IDLE SPEED” heading. The engines idle will be
higher when it is cold, therefore the IDLE COLD value will be
larger than the IDLE HOT value.

Remember to store the new values using the STORE function.
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Note that the software also generates an intermediate (warm) duty cycle,
which is an average of the cold and hot settings but is not independently
adjustable. If the target rpm is changed at a later date, the Idle Hot and
Idle Cold values will require readjustment.

As the idle speed system uses software uses the TPS reading, always
ensure the TPS is correctly setup and spanning correctly with a closed
throttle value of 20.
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14. Auxiliary Output 2 (Aux2Out)
Auxiliary Output 2 may be switched on using one of the following
• Engine speed (Aux2 turns on at a particular RPM)

• Manifold pressure (Aux2 turns on at a particular MAP)

• Injector Duty Cycle (Aux2 turns on at a particular %ff)

• Throttle Position (Aux2 turns on at a particular TPS value)

The chosen function for Aux2 can be selected under the configurations
menu.

There are two values that can be adjusted for the Aux2 drive.

14.1 Set RPM/TPS/MAP/%ff
This is the set point at which Aux2 Out will turn on.

14.2 Timer
This enables a delay before turning the Aux2out drive off.
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15. Configuration
15.1 Number of Cylinders
This tells the LEM how many cylinders the engine has.

15.2 Row Steps
This allows the Row Steps mode to be selected.   See Row Steps (Section
16) for information on the different modes.

15.3 Ignition Type
This tells the LEM what type of ignition system is being used.  The options
are Distributor or Multi-coil for piston engines.  The correct option should
be clear except in a few cases like the Lexus/Toyota V8s that use dual
distributors/coils.  In this particular case multi-coil should be selected.
There are also two options available for 2-rotor rotary engines.  The correct
option depends on the igniters used.  Consult the ‘LEMV5 – Wiring and
Installation’ manual for more information.

15.4 Inj Mode
This tells the LEM what injection mode is being used.  The options are
Group or Staged.  Note that Staged injection uses both primary and
secondary injectors and should NOT be confused with sequential injection.
Do not select staged injection unless the fuel system and injector wiring
has been specifically set up for staged injection.

15.5 Aux1Out
This tells the LEM what function the AuxOut drive is being used for.
This may be RPM Switch, Idle Speed Control or Boost Control when the
Ignition Type is Distributor or 2 Channel.  When the Ignition Type is 3
channel, Aux1 must be used as a tachometer drive.

15.6 Aux2Out
This tells the LEM whether the AuxOut2 is switched at a given RPM,
MAP, TPS value or injector duty cycle.
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15.7 IG3
This tells the LEM what function IG3 is being used for if it is not required
for ignition purposes.  The options are Tachometer or Shift Light.

15.8 IAT Control
This allows the inlet air temperature corrections to be enabled or disabled.
NEVER turn this function on if the correct air temperature sensor has
not been fitted and wiring to the LEM.

15.9 Priority
If the trigger and sync pulses (inputted through Trigger 1 and 2) occur
close together, this setting allows the selection of which pulse is given
priority.  Options are cylinder or sync.

The majority of systems will use SYNC, so select this unless otherwise
stated.  All Nissan multi-coil systems must be set to CYL.

15.10STORE
Changes made in the ECU are temporary and will be lost when power is
removed from the ECU unless a STORE is performed.

15.10.1 Performing a STORE on the Tuning Module
Move to the STORE function and hold down both Adjust buttons for two
seconds.  A row of stars appears while the LEM is storing.

15.10.2 Performing a STORE with PCLink
Either click the STORE icon, go to Store under the Link Controls heading
or use the <CTRL S> hotkey.

15.11RELOAD
This function resets all zones to give a good starting point for subsequent
tuning.

15.11.1 Performing a RELOAD on the Tuning Module
Move to the RELOAD function and hold down both Adjust buttons for
two seconds. A row of stars appears while the LEM is performing a reload.
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15.11.2 Performing a RELOAD with PCLink
Go to Reload under the Link Controls heading or use the <CTRL R>
hotkey.
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16. Row Steps
Row Steps refers to the way in which the fuel and ignition zone table
ROWS are selected. There are four possible modes with each one specific
to an engine configuration. These modes are MAP, Vacuum, TPS and
MAP+TPS. The desired Row Steps mode may be selected under the
Configurations heading.

Naturally aspirated : Row Steps available - MAP, Vacuum, TPS

Turbo/Supercharged : Row Steps available - MAP , MAP+TPS

In MAP and Vacuum modes ROW selection is based ONLY on the engines
Manifold Air Pressure.

High-lift long-duration cams can create problems for EFI systems due to
irregular or low manifold vacuum at low RPM and idle. This results in
the engine being “over fuelled” since the MAP sensor interprets the poor
vacuum as the throttle being mostly open, when in fact, the throttle is
closed on the idle stop. Although the over-fuelling at idle can be tuned
out this will usually create a lean spot elsewhere since the actual zone
selected by the software is incorrect due to the “incorrect” MAP signal. A
solution is to use the throttle position sensor (TPS) to select the active
row.

The base reload table is designed to be used with MAP or TPS+MAP
modes.  If TPS or Vacuum modes are selected the fuel and ignition
values will need to be changed considerably.

16.1 MAP Mode
Application: Naturally aspirated OR Turbo charged engines.

This is the default mode and is recommended for most applications. It
allows Manifold Air Pressure to select the current zone table ROW. This
will give 4 rows for a naturally aspirated engine and up to 8 rows for a
turbo charged engine.  To effectively use this mode the engine should
have good idle vacuum, operating in row 1 or 2. If the engine exhibits
poor vacuum it may be necessary to use one of the other modes.  A zone
sheet for MAP mode is given in Appendix A.
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16.2 Vacuum Mode
Application: Naturally aspirated engines ONLY

Use this mode ONLY on a naturally aspirated engine (i.e not turbo
charged). In this mode the zone table will span 8 ROWS of vacuum.  This
structure provides more rows to tune with when compared to the default
MAP Mode, which allows only 4 rows for a normally aspirated engine.
These additional rows provide more precise control, however tuning in
this mode will usually take longer than using MAP mode.  A zone sheet
for Vacuum mode is given in Appendix B.

16.3 Throttle Position Sensor (TPS) Mode
Application: Normally Aspirated Engines Only

Use this mode ONLY if the engine is normally aspired and MAP and
VACUUM modes have produced unsatisfactory results. The purpose of
selecting rows using TPS is to provide stable zone selection when the
MAP signal is fluctuating due to high overlap cams etc.  A zone sheet for
TPS mode is given in Appendix C.

The actual injector pulse width is still a function of MAP at all
times, so the row steps mode will ONLY effect the zone table ROW
selection.  Therefore the MAP sensor hose should still be connected
regardless of which mode is chosen.

Note: Do not select TPS mode unless the TPS sensor is fitted, wired and
correctly setup.

16.4 MAP+TPS Mode
Application: Turbo Charged engines ONLY.

If the MAP of the engine is going to exceed 110kPa (1.5PSI boost) due to
turbo/super charging and the engine exhibits poor idle vacuum, this mode
should be selected. The TPS is used to select the vacuum rows 1,2,3 and
4 helping to stabilise ROW selection. As soon as the MAP exceeds 110kPa,
the row selection will automatically revert to MAP zoning. To ensure
correct operation the TPS must be set to span 20-100. This means at the
cross-over point (110kPa) there will be no sudden fuel steps in the selected
zone.  A zone sheet for MAP+TPS mode is given in Appendix A.
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17. Diagnostics
This provides basic information for diagnostics and monitoring purposes.
All information is temporarily stored and will be lost when the power is
removed from the LEM.  All diagnostics values can be reset by holding
both Adjust buttons down momentarily on the Tuning Module.

17.1 Trigger Signals
This menu will display “Cyl=xxx  Sync=yyy”. This provides conformation
that the LEM is receiving the required trigger pulses. This menu will
only function while the engine is running or being cranked.

xxx = YES  : LEM receiving correct cylinder pulse.

xxx = NO   : No Cylinder pulse detected. This will also show up on the
TEST RPM menu as zero RPM.

yyy = YES  : LEM receiving correct sync pulse.

yyy = NO   : No Sync pulse detected.

Yyy = N/A  : Sync pulse not required for current configuration.

17.2 Sync/Cyl Error
The menu displays a counter, which is incremented every time any
inconsistency is found between the expected Sync/Cyl Ratio and the
measured ratio.  A value of 1 or 2 may be observed on startup.  This is
normal as the ECU is just beginning its triggering sequence.  ‘NA’ will be
displayed if the sync pulse is not required for the current configuration
(i.e. Ignition mode equals distributor).

This counter can be useful when trying to fault find an engine misfire
under load.  Simply observe the counter value before and after misfire.  If
the value has increased a triggering anomaly has occurred.

17.3 Max RPM
This menu displays the engine maximum RPM. This menu is used to
check for trigger glitches, indicated by an unrealistic RPM figure.
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17.4 Max Map
Displays the maximum manifold air pressure.  This is useful for confirming
the maximum boost pressure on turbo charged engine.

17.5 Max InjDC
Displays the maximum injector duty cycle. If this value is between 90 -
95% the fuel system is struggling to supply enough fuel to the engine. A
value of 99% means the fuel system cannot deliver the required fuel.
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18. First Time Setup
The following procedure uses the Link Tuning Module, although a laptop
PC may also be used.

18.1 Pre-Start Checks
The following checks and adjustments are mandatory before attempting
to start the engine.

1. Ensure ECU and all associated components are connected and
that the battery is fully charged and connected.

2. Physically connect either the Tuning Module or laptop as explained
in the ‘Tuning Devices’ section BEFORE turning the ignition switch
on.

3. Turn the ignition switch to the on position.  The fuel pump should
run for about 2 seconds then shut off.  DO NOT attempt to start
the engine.

If you are using a remote it should immediately light up and display
‘ENG SPEED’.  If using a PC you must establish an online
connection using <Control><Shift>L or the appropriate icon.

IMPORTANT
If the remote fails to power up normally or PCLink fails to connect
turn the key off immediately and check all wiring, especially
‘SIGNAL GROUND’ and ‘+12V’.  If ‘SIGNAL GROUND’ connection
is absent there is a danger of flooding the engine with fuel.
However, PCLink failed connections are often due to other
problems.

4. Perform a Reload.

Note: This will over-write any previously programmed values.

5. Go to the CONFIGURATION heading.

6. Select the correct number of cylinders.

7. Select the ignition type that is being used.

8. Set Row Steps to MAP unless you have valid reasons to do
otherwise.

9. Perform a STORE, before removing and then reapplying power to
the LEM.
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10. Set the correct injection mode.  DO NOT select staged if the fuel
system and injector wiring is not setup for staged injection.

11. Select the desired function for the Aux1Out and Aux2Out drives.
Note that when all three ignition channels are being used for
ignition purposes Aux1Out may only be as a low-level tachometer
drive.

12. Select the desired function for the IG3 drive (if IG3 is not used for
ignition).

13. If the CORRECT air temperature sensor has been fitted and wired,
the IAT Control function may be turned on.  However, if this is not
the case (or if you are unsure) IAT Control MUST be left off.

14. Select the correct option for the Sync/Cyl Priority from the
Configurations menu.

15. Go to the LIMITS heading and check that the default settings are
suitable for your application.

16. Select ‘MAP’ on the tuning module or view the Manifold Air
Pressure value on PCLink.  This should read about 100 kPa ± 3 at
sea level.

17. Select ‘ENG TEMP’ on the tuning module or view the Engine
Temperature value on PCLink.  This should show the current
engine coolant temperature.  Use your discretion to decide if this
is correct.

18. Select ‘IAT’ on the tuning module or view the Inlet Air Temperature
on PCLink.  If the correct sensor has been fitted and IAT Control
is turned on, this should show the current air temperature.  Use
your discretion to decide if this is correct.

19. Select ‘SYS VOLTS’ on the tuning module or view the System
Voltage value on PCLink.  This should read about 12.0 ± 1 volt.

20. If TPS is being used, select TPS SPAN (under UTILITIES) and
setup as described in section 9.4.  After doing this the TPS value
should read correctly with a span of 20 to 100.

21. Set the Master to the desired value.

22. Perform a STORE.

23. Electrically disconnect the injectors.
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24. Select ‘Set Static’ from the ‘IGNITION’ heading. Turn the function
on to zero the ignition advance generated by the LEM.  Now use a
timing light to check the actual static timing while cranking the
engine.  In most applications this should be set at 10˚ BTDC.  Adjust
this if necessary by rotating the distributor or crank angle sensor
(if possible).  Some sub-boards allow for extra static timing
adjustment.  Now enter the static timing value (i.e. 10˚BTDC) into
the Static Ign function to tell the LEM what the base timing has
been used.
Note: Be wary of ‘dial-back’ timing lights.  They often give

misleading results, especially on multi-coil engines.

25. Remove power from the LEM (turn off the key) and reconnect the
injectors.

All of the previous steps are essential for the engine to initially start and
run.  All other setting options will have reasonable default values at this
stage and probably won’t need adjusting until after the engine has been
started.

18.2 Starting the Engine
1. After the pre-start tests have been successfully completed, select

‘ENG SPEED’ if using the remote.  Attempt to start the engine.  If
the engine starts and runs, go to step 3.

2. If the engine does not start check the ‘ENG SPEED’ reading.  This
should show about 100 - 300 RPM.  If there is no reading then a
TRIGGER fault is occurring and must be remedied before any
further progress can be made.

If the remote shows the cranking engine speed but will not start,
try selecting ‘Master’ under the ‘FUEL’ heading and make fairly
large changes until the engine runs.

If the engine still fails to start check for low system voltage while
cranking.  If the voltage falls below 7.5 volts while the engine is
being cranked then the LEM will go through a reset.  This is a
common fault that will prevent the engine from starting.  If using
a tuning module, move to a menu other than ‘ENG SPEED’ before
trying to start the engine.  If the tuning module returns to ‘ENG
SPEED’ by itself then the LEM has been put through a reset.
Check for voltage drops between the battery and ECU and the
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state of the battery itself.  Ensure the power supply is not going
through the ignition switch, as this can create voltage drops on
crank. Wherever possible, the +12V supply should be run through
a relay powered directly from the battery.

If engine still fails to start, then carry out basic diagnostic
procedures to determine the fault.  Most engines start up and run
mostly straight away.    Repetitive cranking without the engine
starting often results in fouled spark plugs. Do not continue to
crank engine endlessly it if won’t start.  Find out why!

3. Assuming the engine is now running, go to the ‘FUEL’ heading
and select ‘Master’.  Increase the throttle until the engine speed
engine is about 2000rpm.  Adjust ‘Master’ up or down until the
engine runs smoothly and evenly.

4. Re-check the Static Timing with the engine running at about
2000rpm and the Set Static function turned on. Re-adjust this if
necessary.

5. Allow the engine to warm up for a while before making any further
changes.    It is recommended at this stage to visually examine the
engine, fuel system, cooling system etc. for leaks or any other
damage.

6. Operate the engine at medium load so that either rows 3 or 4 are
selected.  Re-adjust the Master to give the desired air/fuel ratio.
Decrease the engine speed until the engine is at idle and adjust
the RowFuel or ZoneFuel to establish a reasonable idle.

Note: Master can be used to establish a reasonable idle but results
in a very unrealistic value for this important fuel control.
The engine should be running at mid-range RPM and load
when setting the Master.

7. Carry out a STORE function before turning off the engine

8. At this stage the engine should start, run and respond to tuning
adjustments.  It is preferable to attempt a rough tune at moderate
to high power before taking the vehicle to a dyno or race track for
final tuning. There may be non- ECU related problems to be fixed
at higher power before wasting expensive dyno or track time.
Examples of such problems include an inadequate fuel system.
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Appendix A – Zone Sheet for MAP & MAP+TPS Modes

  23

---

  52   53   54   55   56   57

RPM Off RPM
On

Fan Shift Aux 2 Timer

  58

---
Drives

  59

---

  40
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  19   20   21   25   26   27   30   31   32   33   34   35  18
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Trailing Ignition Split Table. Refer separate page
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600 605 610 615 620 625 630 635 640 645 650 655 660 665 670 675 680 685 690 695

500 505 510 515 520 525 530 535 540 545 550 555 560 565 570 575 580 585 590 595

400 405 410 415 420 425 430 435 440 445 450 455 460 465 470 475 480 185 490 495
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Appendix B – Zone Sheet for Vacuum Mode
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Trailing Ignition Split Table. Refer separate page
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Appendix C – Zone Sheet for TPS Mode
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Rotary Engine
Trailing Ignition Split Table. Refer separate page
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Appendix D – Pressure Conversion
kPa InHg kPa Pressure

(Absolute) (Absolute) (PSI)
32 20 100 0.00
35 19 105 0.73
39 18 110 1.45
42 17 115 2.18
45 16 120 2.90
49 15 125 3.63
52 14 130 4.35
55 13 135 5.08
59 12 140 5.80
62 11 145 6.53
66 10 150 7.25
69 9 155 7.98
72 8 160 8.70
76 7 165 9.43
79 6 170 10.15
83 5 175 10.88
86 4 180 11.60
89 3 185 12.33
93 2 190 13.05
96 1 195 13.78

100 0 200 14.50
205 15.23
210 15.95
215 16.68
220 17.40
225 18.13
230 18.85
235 19.58
240 20.31
245 21.03
250 21.76
255 22.48
260 23.21
265 23.93
270 24.66
275 25.38
280 26.11
285 26.83
290 27.56
295 28.28
300 29.01


